
An invitation from Khenchen Lama Rinpoche to his 
students and friends

May all Sentient Beings benefit

A tribute from a son to his Mother

A tribute from a Yogi to his Root Guru



“I am sending this note now 
as an invitation to my 
students, friends and anyone 
who would like to donate 
towards purchasing a piece 
of land 
where a stupa and a house 
will be established as the 
Memorial for my Mom.”



Dearest Mother, Urgen Drolma

All in union, my Root Guru and my Mother, 
I pray.

Grateful kindness, Mother Urgen Drolma.

Namo Arya Taraya.
Dharmakaya nature is Samantabhadra.
Samboghakaya is the luministic nature of 
Vajradhara.
Nirmanakaya is great compassion nature of 
three lineages.



Her emotion is Heart Guru and she has seen 
Buddha. 

She knows the nature of Buddha. 
Her life and meditation are in union.

Her nature is radiant, luminous! 
She is just like Tara. 

Her motivation is to benefit sentient beings to 
reach the great liberation right now.



It is a simple meditation house for my 
Mom's Stupa. It is also for Dharma 

practitioners and for the liberation of all 
sentient beings just like my Mom did.”

“in memory of my Mother's Pure Land. 
And for people to feel Joy and to be a 

practitioner's garden.

I named it Orgyen Khandro Ling.

Orgyen:  Palace
Khandro: Dakini

Ling: Land or Garden

A Palace, a Garden, a Land for Dakinis



Temporary Placement for the Golden Stupa, Statue 
and Texts in Li-Jiang, China

“In this past year we have 
rented another property 
to host a temporary 
memorial stupa for my 
Mom.
At this time, it seems 
important to buy this land 
to build a Memorial so we 
are not paying rent year 
after year.”



Permanent Site for the 
Golden Stupa

After several consultations with the 
mirror divination master from Tibet, 

and having receiving several auspicious 
dreams of the site location 

Rinpoche has shortlisted some possible 
sites in Li-Jiang area, Yunnan, China



Li-Jiang is surrounded by some of the most 
stunning natural scenery in the world

Home to many different minority cultures 
living together in harmony, including 
Tibetan, Yi, and the Naxi, one of the most 
unique societies in the world

Li-Jiang is one of the only places in China 
where the minority peoples maintain a 
strong sense of cultural identity, evident in 
the traditional dress, their belief systems, 
and customs.

Li-Jiang, Yunnan



Old Town of Li-Jiang is a national historical 
and cultural city. It was built in the late 
13th century AD

In December 1997, it was included in the 
“World Cultural Heritage” list by the 
UNESCO World Heritage Committee

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/811/
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It is also called the “City of Bridges” 
because of its web of canals and bridges 
throughout the city

Li-Jiang Old Town
UNESCO World Heritage Site

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/811/


https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/on-the-
tea-horse-road-in-china-m0rjx92ds

Li-Jiang, Yunnan, Historical Significance to Buddhism
Southern Silk Road (Tea-Horse Road)

https://worldhistoryconnected.press.uillinois.edu/6.1/anderson.html

Li-Jiang, key stop of the ancient Southern Silk 
Road (Tea-Horse Road)
The original Tantric Buddhist teachings spread to 
Tibet by way of the "Tea and Horse Road" into 
northwestern Yunnan
Theravada teachings spread along maritime 
routes and through northern Mainland Southeast 
Asia into southern and central Yunnan
Mahayana teachings came into eastern Yunnan 
from China and northern Vietnam



The lazy Yu-Long (Jade Dragon) 
River winds through the heart of 
Baisha Old Town, 

Proposed Land
Baisha Old Town (Old Town of White Sand), Yunnan

https://www.viator.com/Yangshuo-attractions/Baisha-Ancient-
Town-Baishazhen/overview/d4447-a16100

a village dating back over 1,000 
years set amid the spectacular 
landscape of the Guilin and 
Yangshuo area. 



It is 7.5 miles north of the Li-
Jiang Old Town

Baisha Old Town

Li-Jiang Old Town

Proposed Land
Baisha Old Town (Old Town of White Sand), Yunnan



• The land is about 10,000 sq-ft in size, with a beautiful 
view of the scenic Yu-Long (Jade Dragon) Snow Mountain 

Old Town of Li-Jiang 

Proposed Land

15 minutes walk from the 
proposed land.  Yu-Long (Jade 
Dragon) Snow Mountain can be 
seen in the background 

• It has two small old structures, though not livable, but 
provides foundations for the future building



The Vision for Orgyen Khandro Ling

The place will 
• host the Stupa in Memory of Rinpoche’s Mom, 

the manifest of her Pure Land, 
• be a practitioner’s garden for mediation,
• be an inclusive space for people of all walks and 

all faiths to reflect, to relax, and to open their 
hearts and minds to the beauty of the land, a 
manifestation of the Buddha Nature

“…in memory of my Mother's Pure Land. And for 
people to feel Joy and to be a practitioner's garden”



Please understand how important it is for me to do this 
in my lifetime. It is important because I love my Mom and 

I wish all sentient beings liberation.

If you would like to donate, you can choose any amount. 
This will be good virtue for you. It will be good virtue for 

my Mom, for me, and for you.

This is why I am inviting my students, and friends to 
donate to Orgyen Khandro Ling. 

This will make my dream, my wish and my Mom's 
Memorial come true to benefit all sentient beings and for 

them to have liberation. 

Thank you.



To contribute to this precious cause
Leave a Facebook message
Send a message to Rinpoche’s email 
account: 
khenchenlama@icloud.com
Contact him at his WeChat account

Rinpoche wishes to raise about US$ 42,000 
(Chines Yuen 300,000) by end of December 

for the land purchase 

Together, we can do it
Thank you for your generosity
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